Secure bonding of orthodontic appliances during fixed appliance treatment is closely related to treatment efficiency, as bond failures lead to increased costs in terms of time and money. Additionally, placement and removal of appliances at the respective beginning and end of active treatment, and the subsequent removal of adhesive remnants from the teeth is both protocolsensitive and one of the most time-consuming appointments in treatment.
Which of the following statements are correct, if any? The authors considered the outcome of their study (ARI) as a continuous variable. Continuous (quantitative) variables take numerical values and are measured on a scale, like weight in kilograms or height in centimetres. However, categorical (qualitative) variables have discrete categories, like male/female or different colours. Categorical variables can be non-ordered (e.g. patient sex or country of residence), but they can also be ordered, which means that there is a progression in magnitude in the categories. An example of an ordered categorical variable is the education level of a group of people that can be categorised as no formal education, elementary school graduate, high school graduate, and college graduate. These categories can be ordered from lowest to highest in a logical order. The same can be done logically with the ARI categories and therefore, ARI values are indeed a categorical ordered variable, not a continuous one, and so statement (A) is wrong.
However, assuming the trial's outcome was a continuous variable there might still exist potential issues to the analysis plan. The statistical analysis plan can be affected by the nature of the dependent variablei.e. if a variable is continuous or categorical. Additionally, the analysis plan is heavily dependent on the distribution of a variablei.e. in our case, if a continuous variable is normally distributed or not. There are certain ways to ascertain this both visually and formally through statistical tests, but the authors did not employ any of them. If distribution diagnostics had been performed, then ARIassuming this is a continuous variablewould present a highly asymmetrical distribution that is not compatible with normality. Therefore, the appropriate descriptive statistics would include the median and the interquartile range (instead of the mean and the SD). Likewise, the appropriate inferential statistic to check for group differences would be the Mann-Whitney test (instead of the Student's test for independent observations). So, statement (B) is also wrong.
Finally, the authors did indeed transform the qualitative (categorical ordered) variable of ARI in a quantitative (continuous) variable, as statement (C) correctly states. However, this had a profound influence on the trial's conclusions. If ARI had been correctly identified as a categorical ordered variable and had been analysed appropriately, then the appropriate descriptive statistics for it would include a cross-tabulation of the ARI categories' frequencies with the experimental groups in a so-called contingency table (Table 3) , also presented as a pie diagram (Figure 1 ). Assuming independence of observations, formal inferential statistics then could include the Fisher's exact test, as shown in Table 3 .
We can clearly see that even though similar percentages can be seen for ARI of 0 between adhesives, AB has more bond failures with ARI of 2 or 3, which means that a large portion of the adhesive remains on the tooth after failure. There may be several explanations for this difference in bond failure pattern. However, clinically speaking, assuming for now that AA and AB have a similar bond failure rate across patients, then AB might be less efficient for clinical practice, as a longer tooth clean-up appointment might be expected after debonding of the appliances. We can then conclude that the inappropriate handling of ARI lead to information loss and different conclusionstherefore statement (D) is also wrong. 
